
Classical Conditioning Worksheet
Name: ________________________________________ Date: _______________________________

Part 1: Understanding the Basics

Define Classical Conditioning: Identify the key components.

Neutral Stimulus (NS): 

Unconditioned Stimulus (UCS): 

Unconditioned Response (UCR): 

Conditioned Stimulus (CS):

Conditioned Response (CR):  

Part 2: Identifying and Explaining

Scenario Analysis: For each scenario provided below, identify the NS, UCS, UCR, CS, and CR.

Scenario 1:

Describe Scenario:

NS:

UCS:



UCR:

CS:

CR:

Scenario 2:

Describe Scenario:

NS:

UCS:

UCR:

CS:

CR:

Part 3: Applying Principles

Apply Classical Conditioning Principles:

Describe a new scenario applying the principles of classical conditioning, predicting the response 
based on learned associations.

Your Scenario: 

Predicted Response: 



Part 4: Analyze Behaviors

Behavior Analysis:

Assess a real-life or hypothetical behavior, determining whether classical conditioning can explain 
the behavior and under what conditions.

Behavior to Analyze:

Analysis:

Reflection

Reflect on Learning:

What insights have you gained about classical conditioning and its application to understanding 
behavior?

Insights Gained:

Signature

Date:


	Name: John Mike
	Date: April 14, 2024
	Neutral Stimulus NSRow1: A stimulus that initially produces no specific response other than focusing attention. Example: A bell sound.
	Unconditioned Stimulus UCSRow1: A stimulus that naturally and automatically triggers a response. Example: Smell of food.
	Unconditioned Response UCRRow1: A natural reaction to the UCS. Example: Salivation in response to the smell of food.
	Conditioned Stimulus CSRow1: A previously neutral stimulus that, after becoming associated with the UCS, eventually comes to trigger a conditioned response. Example: The bell sound after being associated with food.
	Conditioned Response CRRow1: The learned response to the previously neutral stimulus. Example: Salivation in response to the bell sound.
	Describe ScenarioRow1: Every time a person opens a can of soda, their dog comes to the kitchen.
	NS: The sound of the refrigerator opening.
	UCS: The sound of the can being opened.
	UCR: The dog coming to the kitchen.
	CS: The refrigerator sound, after association.
	CR: The dog coming to the kitchen in response to the refrigerator sound.
	Describe ScenarioRow1_2: A child cries when they hear thunder because it often precedes lightning, which frightens them.
	NS_2: The sound of thunder alone.
	UCS_2: The flash of lightning.
	UCR_2: Crying due to fear.
	CS_2: The sound of thunder, after association.
	CR_2: Crying in response to thunder.
	Your ScenarioRow1: Every time a teacher says "Very good," she gives the class a sticker, leading students to feel happy at just the phrase.
	Predicted ResponseRow1: The students will begin to feel happy merely upon hearing "Very good," even without the reward of a sticker.
	Behavior to AnalyzeRow1: A person feels anxious when hearing a dentist's drill sound, even in a context outside of a dental office.
	AnalysisRow1: This anxiety can be explained by classical conditioning if the person has previously experienced pain or discomfort in response to the sound of the drill at the dentist's office. The drill sound (NS) becomes a CS that elicits anxiety (CR) without the actual presence of the dental procedure (UCS).
	Insights GainedRow1:  I've realized that classical conditioning plays a significant role in everyday behaviors and emotional responses, often without our conscious awareness. Understanding these principles can help in modifying undesirable reactions or in therapeutic settings to treat phobias and anxieties.
	SignatureRow1: JMike
	Date_2: April 14, 2024


